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Disclaimer
The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable, is written by the
Fed4FIRE (Federation for FIRE) – project consortium under EC co‐financing contract FP7‐ICT‐
318389 and does not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission. The
European Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of the information
contained herein.
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Executive Summary
This report specifies the experiment lifecycle management in the federated testbed environment as it
was developed in cycle 3 of the Fed4FIRE project. The structure of the deliverable follows the structure
of Work Package 5. The introduction is intentionally short because this report is the logical
continuation of cycle 2 specification, where main design decisions were made. Since this is the last
WP5 deliverable each section includes a short summary of respective developments in cycle 1 and
cycle 2.
Two sets of inputs were taken into account in this deliverable: first, architectural input from WP2, and,
second, sustainability and governance requirements identified in WP2, which were again evaluated
with respect to WP5 goals. The first input is presented here as a set of Fed4FIRE cycle 3 functions,
which comprise the project's functional architecture. From the sustainability work we inherited
positioning of Fed4FIRE work within the six major R&D domains ‐ cloud computing, IoT, Big Data, Smart
Cities, and 5G ‐ that helped us to understand better where to expect most promising innovative
experiments being supported by Fed4FIRE current, and perhaps future testbeds. This positioning and
its evaluation are hard to overestimate at the beginning of Fed4FIRE sustainability phase and during
the on‐going internal call for innovative experiments within the above domains. The governance input
‐ important for us because it defines KPI's per policy area ‐ should be trialled by project partners within
the sustainability phase.
WP5 brings to the sustainability phase its meta service that can be termed “Experiment lifecycle
management”; the service allows accredited users to run their experiments seamlessly on a federation
of heterogeneous testbeds. The development (enhancements) of different service components
facilitating this meta‐service are in summary:












Resource description and discovery that provides semantic directory of resources within the
federation and their related information based on a formal representation (ontology);
Semantic repository called DBcloud has been developed, it extracts information from testbeds
involved in GENI and FIRE and currently describes more than 100 aggregates, 2,500 nodes,
6,700 links, and about 11,000 interfaces; this results in 3.3 million statements, with the
potential to grow by many times this amount;
Resource description and discovery is made easy now also with the use of jFed tool, to which
a number of geographical maps were added;
Resource reservation service that experimenters can utilize to reserve heterogeneous
resources spanning multiple testbeds, based on a multiplicity of selection criteria (time, type,
etc.) both at the level of federation and testbed level with the support of policies; an
experimenter can choose between portal plugin or jFed tool to reserve resources;
Resource provisioning service allows accredited users to allocate resources from one or several
testbeds to deploy their experiments; it can be direct (user selects specific resources) or
orchestrated (user defines requirements and service provides the best fitting resources); an
experimenter can choose to use the Fed4FIRE portal plugins or jFed tool for resource
provisioning;
Fed4FIRE experiment process manager (YourEPM) allows high level application service
orchestration in a federation; it connects experiment owners, testbed facilities and federator
central coordination with both automated and manual processes for experiment planning,
execution and analysis;
SLA dashboard is a web‐based Graphical User Interface (GUI) where testbed providers can
create the SLA templates that contain the basic definition of the offered Service Level
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Agreements; these templates can be then selected by experimenters when performing the
resource reservation to best match their needs;
Experiment control offers alternatives such as jFed, or NEPI to configure the resources and
execute the different steps involved in the experiment deployment. The unified experiment
configuration and execution is based in a common protocol for experiment control (FRCP), that
must be available in Fed4FIRE testbeds;
Experiment control automation is added to jFed via ansible, which makes it more powerful and
flexible;
User interface and portal service components combine Fed4FIRE portal and experimenter
tools that allow the integration of the resources provided by the facilities in a user‐friendly
way; alternatively an experimenter can select jFed as a universal user interface.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AA

Authorization and Authentication

AM

Aggregate Manager

AMQP

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol

API

Application Programming Interface

AR

Action Result

BPM

Business Process Modelling

CAMAD

Computer Aided Modelling and Design of Communication Links and
Networks

CG

Community Group

CLI

Command Line Interface

CI

Configurable Item (also: Continuous Integration [methodology])

CMS

Content Management System

CRUD

Create‐Read‐Update‐Delete

DAG

Directed Acyclic Graph

DCE

Direct Code Execution (ns‐3)

DM

Data Model

DOM

Document Object Model

EC

Experiment Controller

FB

Federation Board

Fed4FIRE

Federation for Future Internet Research and Experimentation Facilities

FCI

Federation Computing Interface
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FGRE

FIRE ‐ GENI Research Experimentation summit

FI, FIRE

Future Internet, FI Research and Experimentation

FIDDLE

Federated Infrastructure Description and Discovery Language

FIRMA

Federated Infrastructure Resource Management Architecture

FitSM

Federated IT Service Management [methodology]

FRCP

Federated Resource Control Protocol

FUSECO

Future Seamless Communication [facility]

GENI

Global Environment for Networking Innovation

GUI

Graphical User Interface

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

INDL

Infrastructure and Network Description Language

JAXB

Java Architecture for XML Binding

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

KPI‐M

Measured KPI

KPI‐T

Target KPI

KPI‐U

Uniform KPI

ILS

Iterated Local Search

LCA

Least Commonly Agreed [policy]

LGPL

Lesser General Public License (GNU)

LSO

Life Cycle Orchestration

LTE

Long Term Evolution [architecture]
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MAS

Management, Abstraction and Semantics

MEF

Metro Ethernet Forum

NDL

Network Description Language

NML

Network Mark‐up Language

NEPI

Network Experiment Programming Interface

NITOS

Network Implementation Testbed using Open Source platforms

NICTA

National ICT Australia

Ns‐3

Network Simulator, v.03

OASIS

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards

OCCI

Open Cloud Computing Interface

OCF

OFELIA Control Framework

OEDL

The OMF Experimentation Description Language

OGF

Open GRID Forum

OF

OpenFlow

OFELIA

OpenFlow in Europe: Linking Infrastructure and Applications

OLA

Operational Level Agreement

OM

Object Model

OMA

Open Mobile Alliance

OMF

cOntrol and Management Framework

OML

ORBIT Measurement Library

OMN

Open MultiNet [Forum]
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OMSP

OML Measurement Stream Protocol

ORCA

Open Resource Control Architecture

OWL

Web Ontology Language

P2302

Standard Working Group for Intercloud Interoperability and Federation

PDP

Policy Decision Point

PLE

PlanetLab Europe [facility]

PI

Principal Investigators

PyPElib

Python Policy Engine library

RA

Resource Adapter

RAML

RESTful API Modelling Language

RC

Root Cause

RDF

Resource Description Framework

RDFS

Resource Description Framework Schema

REST

Representational State Transfer

RPC

Remote Procedure Call

RSpec

Resource Specification

SAWSDL

Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema

SC

Service component

SFA

Slice‐based Federation Architecture

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SM

Semantic Model
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SON

Self Organised Network

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language

SSH

Secure Shell

TDD

Test Driven Development

TOSCA

Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications

UI

User Interface

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

VCT

Virtual Customer Testbed

VM

Virtual Machine

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WADL

Web Application Description Language

WGS84

Geo Positioning RDF vocabulary

XML

eXtensible Mark‐up Language

XMPP

eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

YourEPM

Your Experiment Process Manager
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1 Introduction
Consumer growth of federated testbeds such as Fed4FIRE promises to facilitate the critical shift from
federated testbeds to federated research, for this to support the experiment lifecycle management
must meet a number of requirements outlined in the previous deliverables D5.1, and D5.2 which
outlined the cycle 1 and cycle 2 specifications of WP5 [1]. Following the phases of specification and
development as well as the overall progress of the project, the cycle 3 development plans were aligned
with the priorities set by WP2 of the project in the following three areas: functional architecture,
sustainability plans and governance.
The rest of the deliverable follows the task structure of WP5. The main contribution in each task can
be summarised as follows:
◦

◦

◦

◦

◦
◦

Task 5.1 Overall Design and Planning: all the developments (features, KPI’s, adaptations, etc.)
within WP5 were steered and aligned with the current architectural model of the federation
developed in the Task 2.2 (architecture) as well as with the future directions being specified in
Task 2.3 (sustainability) and Task 2.4 (governance);
Task 5.2 Resource Description and Discovery: A semantic information model and resource
directory to store and provide generic information about heterogeneous resources including
application services and documentation centre; the extension of the above information model to
cater for the specific needs of WP6 on measuring and monitoring within the federation; support
of this task by the jFed tool was also provided;
Task 5.3 Resource Reservation: T5.3 developed a service that experimenters can utilize to reserve
heterogeneous resources spanning multiple testbeds, based on a multiplicity of selection criteria;
the resource reservation can be used by experimenters via the portal (plugin) or by jFed tool;
Task 5.4 Resource Provisioning: SLA management components were developed for resource
provisioning service as well as a front‐end management tool; a new feature of this task is
orchestration of application services by means of YourEPM tool
Task 5.5 Experiment Control: the most recent release of jFed tool supporting ansible automation
is described along with the history of the latest releases of NEPI adopted by the federation;
Task 5.6 User interface / portal: combines Fed4FIRE portal and experimenter tools (e.g. jFed) that
allow the integration of the resources provided by the facilities in a user‐friendly way.

Experiment lifecycle management can be seen as a meta‐service developed by WP5; the workflow
tools that enable this meta‐service are critical components of any testbed federation. Therefore WP5
acknowledges the importance of finding a balance between pure technical aspects influencing its
developments, and aspects related to making the final result as sustainable as possible. Inspired by the
sustainability activities in T2.3 of the project, and the clear potential of deployment of FitSM
methodology [5] in that context WP5 therefore first attempted to tentatively specify within its service
portfolio catalogue one entry per its task (aka would be task service). This then was accompanied by a
task specific developments within cycle 2 and now within cycle 3. Clearly, the juxtaposition of the
detailed specification and meta‐service description appears to be very helpful in projecting the road
ahead towards a sustainable – necessarily service oriented – federation of heterogeneous testbeds.
The services described in this report would be impossible without the following key architectural
components as defined by WP2 for cycle 2 [3]:


Aggregate manager and Aggregate manager directory



CLI for control (e.g. SSH server & client)



Resource controller
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XMPP server



Experiment controller/ control server



Scenario editor



Documentation centre



Portal



Authority directory



Service directory



Future reservation broker



Stand‐alone tools (jFed, NEPI)



YourEPM

Some of these components were sufficiently described in [1]. The others are further developed in
cycle 2 and cycle 3 specifications and in the Fed4FIRE documentation centre, which is available on‐
line at http://doc.fed4fire.eu/.
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2 Inputs and Plans for this Deliverable (Task 5.1)
Task 5.1 is responsible for the overall design and planning of WP5 developments. Originally the task
was planned to be terminated in M26, however due to the emergence of Federation Board Working
Group (Task 2.4) it was agreed to prolong the task until M41. Respectively, in cycle 3 the planning of
WP5 developments has taken into account not only architectural inputs from WP2 (functional
architecture serves for WP5 developments since cycle 1 already), but sustainability and FBWG inputs
as well in cycle 2 and cycle 3. In particular in cycle 3 the architectural input follows the Fed4FIRE
functional architecture developments specified in D2.7. Sustainability inputs follow the final
sustainability plan (D2.10), namely an attempt to position Fed4FIRE within six relevant and emerging
technology domains highlighting project strengths ‐ readiness to support innovative experiments
within these domains, and possible gaps ‐ the areas, where additional work might be needed.
The governance inputs ‐ policy categories and their support by WP5 tools were already addressed in
D5.5, now they are more concrete and include quantitative KPI's identified in Task2.4 for the evaluation
of policy categories implementation.
Based on the above, from the overall design and planning viewpoint WP5 software is ready for the
third cycle integration testing.

2.1 Summary of cycle 1 and cycle 2 plans
Fed4FIRE’s “experiment lifecycle management” WP5 together with WP6 “monitoring and
measurement” and WP7 “trustworthiness”, represent Fed4FIRE’s “federation‐wide” mechanisms, i.e.
unified mechanisms that are applied across heterogeneous testbeds and facilities.
The cycle 1 plans were specified in the deliverable D5.1 ‐ the first deliverable of WP5, describing the
specifications for the first development cycle. As a fundamental basis, the specifications of the first
development cycle in WP5 took into account and aligned as much as possible with D2.1 the “first
federation architecture”, taking also into account D3.1 “Infrastructure Community Federation
Requirements” as well as requirements laid out by D4.1 the “First Input from Community to
Architecture” and D8.1 “First Level Support”.
Table 1: Implementation strategy for cycle 1

Functional element of the
Fed4FIRE architecture

Implementation strategy

Portal

Evolution of MySlice

Testbed directory

Extension of SFA API and MySlice Database, MySlice plugin

Tool directory

Extension of SFA API and MySlice Database, MySlice plugin, Wiki

Future reservation broker

Evolution of NITOS scheduler

Exposing testbeds through SFA

Initially evolution of SFAwrap, in the mid‐term potential use of
AMsoil
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Experiment control

Cycle 1: FRCP and EC deployment on testbeds through OMF6
install. Cycle 2: add NEPI which interacts with the deployed FRCP
layer.

Support of existing
experimenter front‐ends and
tools

VCTTool and FCI, Flack, Omni, SFI

The selected mappings of Fed4FIRE architectural elements to the implementation strategy in cycle 1
are given in Table 1. Over the course of the cycle 1 developments the strategy proved to be successful
in both developing and/or adapting participating in the federation facilities and the federation portal
to support all major requirements, which were identified by the community and by the experimenters
participating in the projects Open Calls and SME calls.
The focus of cycle 1 was on the initial selection of tools and platforms to implement the Fed4FIRE
functional architecture, while the focus of cycle 2 had to be identified with an additional effort from
partners. There were two major reasons for this: first, the coverage of functional architecture by tools
was already performed, and, second, the partners felt the need to concentrate their efforts on the
most important development items.
To address the above need WP5 used the Delphi method [4] in an attempt to set priorities of the cycle
2 plans that are coming from the WP2 and from the D5.1. This was an expert evaluation made during
technical workshop in Berlin (October 2013).
Table 2 Top Five cycle 2 items

Priority

Requirement source

Requirement name

1

D5.1

Infrastructure community requirements set

2

D5.1

FRCP

3

WP2

Testbed Protection

4

D5.1

Service community requirements set

5

D5.1

Future reservations

The results for the Top Five cycle 2 items are presented above (Table 2), for the details we refer to D5.2
[2].
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Figure 1: WP5 meta‐service

Additionally, architectural and sustainability requirements identified in WP2, which were again
evaluated with respect to WP5 goals were addressed in cycle 2 plans and developments. As the main
result of cycle 2 the WP5 created a vision of the experiment life‐cycle management service (Figure 1)
offered to experimenters and supported by service components that are also seen as future services
– components of a meta‐service.

2.2 Cycle 3: Architectural input
The D2.7 “Third federation architecture” specifies Fed4FIRE functional architecture to be developed in
cycle 3 and to be deployed during the sustainability phase of the project, which is characterised by the
"Open Access" policy.
Table 3: Fed4FIRE cycle 3 functions outlines descriptions and implementation options that constitute
Fed4FIRE functional architecture in cycle 3; the architecture does not change much from that defined
in the DoW, developed in cycle 1 and cycle 2, but more flexibility is to be offered at its different parts
as per Description filed of Table 3.
Table 3: Fed4FIRE cycle 3 functions

Function

Description

Resource discovery

Finding available resources across all testbeds, and acquiring
the necessary information to match required specifications.

Resource specification

Specification of the resources required during the experiment,
including compute, network, storage and software libraries.
E.g., 5 compute nodes, 100Mbps links, specific network
topology, 1 TB storage node, 1 IMS server, 5 measurement
agents.

Resource reservation

Allocation of a time slot in which exclusive access and control
of particular resources is granted.
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Function
Resource
provisioning

Description
Direct (API)

Instantiation of specific resources directly through the testbed
API, responsibility of the experimenter to select individual
resources.

Orchestrated

Instantiation of resources through a functional component,
which automatically chooses resources that best fit the
experimenter’s requirements. E.g., the experimenter requests
10 dual‐core machines with video screens and 5 temperature
sensors.

Experiment control

Control of the testbed resources and experimenter scripts
during experiment execution. This could be predefined
interactions and commands to be executed on resources
(events at start‐up or during experiment workflow). Examples
are: start‐up or shutdown of compute nodes, change in
wireless transmission frequency, and instantiation of software
components during the experiment and breaking a link at a
certain time in the experiment. Real‐time interactions that
depend on unpredictable events during the execution of the
experiment are also considered.

Monitoring

Instrumentation of resources to supervise the behaviour and
performance of testbeds, allowing system administrators or
first level support operators to verify that testbeds are
performing correctly.

Facility
monitoring

Infrastructure Instrumentation by the testbed itself of resources to collect
monitoring
data on the behaviour and performance of services,
technologies, and protocols. This allows the experimenter to
obtain monitoring information about the used resources that
the experimenter could not collect himself. An example of such
infrastructure monitoring is the provisioning by the testbed of
information regarding the CPU load and NIC congestion on the
physical host of a virtual machine resource. The experimenter
can only collect monitoring data on the level of the VM, but the
testbed provides infrastructure monitoring capabilities that
make this data available to the experimenter. This
infrastructure monitoring is now further specialized in
infrastructure monitoring taking into account a specific
experiment and thus only interesting for the experimenter (e.g.
measure the switch ports only that experimenter uses) and
infrastructure monitoring of a whole facility (e.g. total traffic on
the switch backbone of a testbed or total load of virtual
machines).
Measuring

Experiment
measuring

Collection of experimental data generated by frameworks or
services that the experimenter can deploy on its own.
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Function

Description

Permanent storage

Storage of experiment related information beyond the
experiment lifetime, such as experiment description, disk
images and measurements.

Resource release

Release of experiment resources after deletion or expiration
the experiment.

Obviously all of the functions listed and described in Table 3 are relevant for WP5 cycle 3
developments.

2.3 Cycle 3: Sustainability Input
Deliverable D2.10 specifies final sustainability plan for Fed4FIRE, which includes the analysis of the
current experimenter demand and the market analysis. The current experimenter demand is an
analysis based upon the proposals submitted during all open calls from the start of the project, in order
to get a good look on what is currently asked for and what is lacking. The market analysis focuses on
the size of the different domains, user types and geographic areas.
In particular important for WP5 cycle 3 and for sustainability phase are some predictions on the
demand for innovative experimentation within the major relevant and emerging technology domains.
Table 4 attempts to summarise the position of Fed4FIRE within these technology domains analysed in
D2.10 from the viewpoints of (i) market size and potential, (ii) challenges and offers from the
experimentation viewpoint, (iii) specific service and value offerings. In particular, the column Strengths
of Table 4 outlines the current (cycle 3) focus of WP5 tools development, while the column
"Gaps/Challenges" contains some predictions about work needed in the future. These predictions have
to be reviewed based on the experience to be gained by Fed4FIRE during the sustainability period.
Table 4: Positioning of Fed4FIRE in technology domains

Technology domain

Strengths

Gaps /Challenges

Cloud computing

Dedicated facilities exist, there is Work is required on scale, security,
usage and management experience, performance, robustness, ease of
including
several
types
of maintenance.
monitoring and configuration

Internet of Things

Dedicated facilities exist, the project
has the usage, management and
deployment experience, including
real‐life and emulated devices

Big Data

The
project
has
supported Innovative experiments may lack
experiments in the area
tools for data analytics provided by
the federation natively

Work is required on providing scaling
and security of IoT infrastructures
and services. Innovative experiments
for smart factory automation can lack
dedicated support. Another gap
might be the lack of IoT
programmability supported by the
federation.
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Smart Cities

The dedicated facilities exist with The challenges are to do with scale
the experience of prototyping of and complexity of the applications.
smart city cervices
Real life experimentation is difficult
and expensive. There are likely to be
opportunities for small players to
develop niche applications

Media ‐ CDN's

The experience
facilities available

5G R&D

The federation of testbeds is Work might be needed in prototyping
conceptually fitting the "network 5G network slices integrating tightly
slicing" of 5G
several testbeds, so that combined
resources appear to experimenters as
belonging to "the same network
slice"

and

relevant The challenge is in designing the
network to meet current and future
demand, thus test facilities of large
scale might be needed

The above predictions should be re‐visited periodically to reflect both advances in the technology
domains and the demand shift in the innovation. Moreover, the above has to be considered with
certain governance structure agreed by a federation

2.4 Cycle 3: Governance Input
The newly created Task 2.4 within the Fed4FIRE specifies the Federation Board, and in particular policy
categories. An initial list of potential policy categories was given in D2.13 and already taken into
account in cycle 2, while D2.14 "Federation Board Release Candidate" updates these policy categories
and adds to them KPI's, which are of relevance for WP5. Table 5 summarises those policy categories
from D2.14 that (may) have quantitative evaluation metrics (KPI's).
Table 5 Evaluation of policy categories

Policy Category

KPI's

Testbed eligibility

Number of testbeds failing to join Fed4FIRE on
eligibility grounds compared to successful testbeds

Experimenter eligibility

Number of experimenters failing eligibility tests
compared to those that are successful

Resource management (availability)
Resource management (QoS)

 Number of test facilities that conform
 Number of experimenters that take‐up this usage
For further study

Resource management (SLA violation)

For further study
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Experimenter services form a Federator

Service uptime (e.g. operational hours expressed as a
percentage of the total hours)

Testbed services form a Federator

Service uptime (e.g. operational hours expressed as a
percentage of the total hours)

Funding bodies services form a Federator





Communication and marketing towards 
demand: experiments





Communication and marketing towards 
supply: testbeds and service providers





Future direction for the federation
















Uptime
Number of experiments serviced per month
Number of experiments refused due to lack of
availability per month
User groups (experimenters) reached, based on
profile and research area
Communication actions performed and
effectiveness
Community workshops and participation
Media channels
Web statistics: unique visitors, return visits, etc.
Marketing ROI, e.g. number of new experiment
leads based on action/cost
Testbeds facility outreach
Communication actions performed and
effectiveness
Community workshops and participation
Media channels
Web statistics: unique visitors, return visits, etc.
Marketing ROI, e.g. new testbed interest in
joining federation based on specific action
Number of Experimenters
Number of Testbeds
Percentage of Advanced Testbeds
Experiments That are Delayed Due to Lack of
Testbed Resource
Testbeds that are Under‐Utilised
Testbeds that have High Utilisation
Services for Experimenters
Services for Testbeds
Audience Reached
Communication & Marketing: Impact and ROI
Demand for New Types of Resources
Heterogeneity
Costs vs Revenues
Reliability (Errors and Failures)
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The Fed4FIRE governance structure that is to be trialled during the sustainability phase will have
significant impact on experiment workflows and life‐cycle management in the organisational sense.
During this phase Fed4FIRE partners supporting particular WP5 tools have agreed to provide necessary
tool support; by this they agree to play collectively the role of a Federator. It will be important to
analyse the operation of this organisational change from the viewpoint of possible automation of
Federator workflows. How these organisational changes will impact the deployment and perhaps
further development of WP5 tools remains to be seen, however the general trend seems to point in
the direction of further automation of experiments. This trend is clear from partners' interest to
support and deploy semantic interoperability and tools like YourEPM.
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3 Development of resource description and discovery (Task 5.2)
The overall goal of Task 5.2 was to focus on five major objectives. (O5.2.1) A major development should
be an abstract information model or meta model where all heterogeneous resources within Fed4FIRE
facilities can be described homogeneously and with sufficient details. This includes information on the
capabilities of a particular resource as well as information on its requirements, e.g. in terms of
interconnectivity or dependencies. (O5.2.2) Experimenters should have means of discovering and
gathering information about the resources available at different heterogeneous facilities across the
federation. (O5.2.3) The information should be described in a generic way, by creating a registry service
which should be a place where all resources accessible from the federated facilities are listed. A
semantic registry would enable experimenters to find, share, and combine resources more easily.
(O5.2.4) Mechanisms for translating heterogeneous resource descriptions, used in heterogeneous
registries of facilities are required and must be developed. (O5.2.5) It should be identified if and how
other repositories (e.g. FI PPP / INFINITY’s infrastructure repository) and resource models can be linked
with Fed4FIRE.
These five objectives have been achieved by the following means. A formal information model to
describe resources and their requirements have been developed (O5.2.1), called the Open‐Multinet
(OMN) ontology. An architecture to discover resources in a generic way (registry) has been designed
(O5.2.2) by developing extensions for the GetVersion() and ListResources() method calls. A discovery
service was established (O5.2.3) by setting up a central semantic database called DBcloud. A translation
mechanisms was developed (O5.2.4) by implementing the omnlib translation library. Existing resource
models have been evaluated and reused (O5.2.5) by linking to related ontologies (such NDL, NML,
INDL, NDL‐OWL, RDFS, OWL, WGS84,) within the Open‐Multinet ontology.
Additionally, two consortia broader than Fed4FIRE have been established (the Open‐Multinet Forum
and the W3C Community Group for Federated Infrastructures), to involve additional international
experts on this topic, to sustain the work conducted after the duration of the project and to broaden
the scope from federated testbeds to further fields of application, such as Intercloud Computing (IEEE
P2302), multidomain SDNs (MEF LSO), or the Internet of Things (OneM2M).

3.1 Summary of cycle 1 and cycle 2 developments
The main objective of Task 5.2 within Cycle 1 was the preparation towards the adoption of a more
sophisticated resource description in the later cycles of the project. On the one hand, a list of available
resource information within the federation, including resource types and attributes, was collected. On
the other hand and having this list in mind, related work that could be reused or adopted was analysed.
As a result, it was identified that resources should be described on a semantic level adopting
technologies originating from the Semantic Web research area. Interesting work in this field is depicted
by the NDL, NML, INDL, and NDL‐OWL models.
In the second Cycle this knowledge was realized. First, the FIRMA architecture was presented in [18]
that describe how to manage the life cycle of resources within an experiment on a semantic level.
Second, the FIDDLE ontology was specified based on the existing work mentioned above. Third, the
proof‐of‐concept implementation FITeagle was implemented using the FIDDLE ontology and based on
the FIRMA architecture, with relevant semantic extensions to the SFA AM GetVersion and
ListResources method calls. Finally, to push this work further, the Open‐Multinet forum was
established to involve more experts into the design of the ontology.
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3.2 Cycle 3 developments
3.2.1

Work on ontologies

In Cycle 3, further contributions to the work on ontologies, the integration into the jFed and partly the
MySlice tool, the extension of the FITeagle tool and coordination activities with other relevant EU and
US parties have been conducted and scientific papers were published. In particular, 5 major
contributions were made that are based on the experience gained within Cycle 1 and Cycle 2.
First, the initial FIDDLE ontology was transformed to the Open‐Multinet (OMN) ontology set. The
purpose of the former ontology was to facilitate the development and potential standardization of a
formal model for life cycle management in federated infrastructures. The definition of an upper
ontology for the broad application context of federated infrastructures, however, requires the
involvement of many stakeholders, such as tool developers, facility owners and federation operators.
As a result, the OWL‐ encoded Open‐Multinet ontology suite has been defined as a refinement and
extension of FIDDLE, in close collaboration with a community of relevant experts within the FIRE and
GENI community and authors of related ontologies. The models are still under revision and the initial
work conducted in this context has been published in [16]. The ontology bundle is split into a hierarchy
of a number of different ontologies as shown in Figure 2. The OMN ontology on the highest level
defines basic concepts and properties, analog to the generic FIDDLE concepts, which are then re‐used
and specialized in the subjacent ontologies.

Figure 2: The Open‐Multinet Ontology Set

Second, the W3C Community Group "Federated Infrastructures" 1 has been established as a
continuation of the Open‐Multinet Forum and standardization effort for the OMN ontology. In Figure
3 a screenshot of the official landing page is depicted. The group is chaired by TUB, and most of the
Open‐Multinet members have been migrated to this new consortium under the official W3C umbrella.

1

https://w3.org/community/omn/
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Figure 3: The W3C OMN Community Group

Third, a translation library and service called omnlib was developed to convert between RSpecs and
Open‐Multinet. Appropriate tools are needed to facilitate the transition of non‐semantic management
systems towards using graph based information models and the integration of semantic management
systems into the GENI/FIRE context. These tools should support translating locally used structured,
semi‐structured and unstructured data models into RDF‐based data and the translation from RDF data
into GENI/FIRE RSpecs. This approach has several advantages. The tools (i) automate and speed up the
process of converting non‐RDF data; (ii) encourage users and developers to migrate their systems to
using Semantic Web technologies; and (iii) ensure that the quality of generated RDF data corresponds
to its counterpart data in the original system. As a result, we have developed a translation tool to
convert stateless GENI/FIRE RSpec XML documents into RDF and back using the OMN ontology. Our
tool parses the XML tree and converts the tags and attributes to their corresponding classes or
properties; it also supports converting the complete GENI/FIRE resource life cycle messages. To give a
better understanding and easier adoption of this translation process, we offer a Web Service with Web
GUI (cf. Figure 4) that can be used with illustrative examples for conversions of Advertisements,
Requests and Manifests.
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Figure 4: OMNlib Web GUI

Fourth, following the DBpedia approach and based on the omnlib, a semantic repository called DBcloud
has been developed, which contains information about GENI and FIRE federations, their members,
infrastructures and resources. In Figure 5 an overview of the DBcloud extraction framework is given.
Its design follows the DBpedia extraction framework [17] and the result is currently available at
http://lod.fed4fire.eu (Figure 6) and is described using the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets.

Figure 5: DBcloud architecture

The proposed DBcloud extracts information from testbeds involved in GENI and FIRE and related
federations and makes this information accessible on the Web. The resulting knowledge base currently
describes more than 100 aggregates, 2,500 nodes, 6,700 links, and about 11,000 interfaces. This results
in 3.3 million statements, with the potential to grow by many times this amount. To gather information
about published resources, the SFA AM APIs of the known testbeds are called, using X.509 certificates
that are trusted by each infrastructure involved. The downloaded XML documents are then translated
into an RDF graph using omnlib.
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Figure 6: DBcloud web site

To extend the knowledge encoded in this graph, the Apache Jena inference engine is used by applying
infrastructure specific rules. Finally, after adding more static information about the federations, the
resulting knowledge graph is written in a Sesame triplet database and a Turtle (TTL) serialized file.
Information stored in the database is then available via a SPARQL endpoint, with URIs following LOD
principles. Further, there is a HTML rendering using LodView (cf. Figure 7) and a graph browser using
LodLive (cf. Figure 8).

Figure 7: DBcloud text visualization of an entry
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Figure 8: DBcloud graph visualization of the federation

Fifth, the linking of semantic information originated from WP5 tools and WP6 tools (monitoring) was
demonstrated. To show how to link and combine information in this context using OMN and FITeagle,
an example workflow is depicted in Figure 9. First, an experimenter uses an RSpec with monitoring
extensions and URI‐based sliver information that can be used by FITeagle and omnlib to provision a
VM within OpenStack that is to be monitored. Next, the measured information is sent as RDF/OMSP‐
serialized data to a Semantic OML (SOML) server. In this way, two separate graphs about resource
allocation and status information are stored in two triplet stores using the same identifier for the VM.
In the third step both sinks are queried using SPARQL and the two graphs are joined into a single
connected graph. The result is visualized using LodLive, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: WP5/WP6 Demo Setup

Figure 10: Demonstration of linked WP5 and WP6 data
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3.2.2

jFed resource description and discovery

For the operational side of resource description and discovery, in cycle 3 we added some features to
jFed to make this easier for experimenters. We added a number of maps if relevant for the testbeds:
google maps for testbeds Planetlab and C‐Lab where the resources are spread geographically and local
floor plans for wireless testbeds (Nitos, Netmode, w‐iLab.t) so that in these cases experimenters can
select easily the nodes they need. Because Planetlab and C‐Lab are also community networks, we do
weekly test all nodes, and mention the availability of the nodes to the user as well. See below for some
screenshots:

Figure 11: Fed4FIRE map

Figure 12 Example of network topology
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Besides these maps we mention also availability of resources to the user. We monitor these at
http://flsmonitor.fed4fire.eu and in jFed, the user also gets an indication what is available:

Figure 13 Example of resource availability

And he can also see this in the list of testbeds:

Figure 14 Properties of testbeds
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For some of the testbeds we now also support the selection of hardware types (which is a collection
of resources):

Figure 15 Example of resource selection
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4 Development of resource reservation (Task 5.3)
The Reservation Broker is the overarching service that experimenters may use to reserve
heterogeneous resources spanning multiple testbeds in the federation, based on a multiplicity of
selection criteria (time, resource type etc.). Experimenters can significantly benefit from the brokering
service, as they will be able to simplify the overall process of identifying and reserving suitable
resources for their experiments, especially in cases that they need to run experiments where resources
from multiple testbeds are required to fulfil their needs. An extended description of the brokering
service and its benefits is provided in detail in the predecessors of this document (Deliverables 5.1‐
5.5).

4.1 Summary for cycle 1 and cycle 2
Specifically Deliverable 5.1 [19] provides taxonomy of the reservation types and their correspondence
to testbeds within the Fed4FIRE federation, as well as the high level required functionality of the
Reservation Brokering service. In Deliverable 5.1, based on the comparison and evaluation of existing
tools available to the Fed4FIRE community (NITOS/NICTA Broker, GRID5000 Scheduler, NETMODE
Scheduler), we propose to adopt and adapt the NITOS/NICTA Broker as Fed4FIRE’s brokering service.
A detailed description of the NITOS/NICTA Broker's architecture and implementation is included in the
deliverable.
In Deliverable 5.2 [20] we provide a short discussion on the functionality of the Reservation Broker to
be supported by the end of Cycle 2. Adapting the initial NITOS/NICTA Broker implementation, we
provided the functional specification of the Reservation Broker, including the broker’s architecture, its
interactions with other components in the F4F environment, complementary modules to the
Reservation Broker like the Reservation plugin in the F4F portal, considerations and requirements
regarding the description of resources with regards to the particular service and the status of
implementation. In Deliverable 5.4 [22] we provided an update on the functional specifications of the
Reservation Broker for Cycle 3, along with complementary modules.
Deliverables 5.3 [21] and 5.5 [23] provide an update on the implementation status for the Reservation
Broker at the end of Cycles 1 and 2 respectively.
During the first cycle of development of the Reservation Broker, all involved parties worked towards a
fully functional brokerage system that is described in Deliverable 5.1. Having that in mind, a
Reservation Broker was deployed locally in a testbed as a first step towards deploying a Central
Reservation Broker that will be in charge of keeping an inventory of all the available resources
advertised by all federated testbeds and serving reservation requests regarding those resources.
As documented in Deliverable 5.5, at the end of cycle 2 the Reservation Broker was introduced as a
Central Reservation Broker at the level of federation services. In order for this to be achieved, various
mechanisms have been extended. The inventory, which is a core component of the Reservation Broker
Framework, has been extended both in its Data Model as well as the events that populate it with
resources from all the Federated testbeds. In parallel, the mapping submodule, which is the module
of the Reservation Broker capable of serving unbound requests, has been extended in terms of new
algorithms. Through the changes above, an experimenter was enabled to submit bound or unbound
requests for resources via the Fed4FIRE portal and the Reservation plugin. In the case of unbound
requests, the Reservation plugin at the Fed4FIRE portal interacts with the Reservation Broker that
matches and optimizes the timeframe and resources requirements, as set by the experimenter, over
one/multiple testbeds in the Fed4FIRE federation (NETMODE, NITOS and PlanetLab).
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4.2 Cycle 3 developments
4.2.1

Reservation Broker

During the third cycle of specification and development, the Reservation Broker has been further
enhanced, (i) at the level of federation services according to the specifications in Deliverable 5.4 and
(ii) at the testbed level serving as a prototype for individual facility resource reservation.
To this end, in Deliverable 5.2 and 5.4 the functionality of the Reservation Broker is provided along
with its interactions with other federation services like the Fed4FIRE Portal, Manifold SFA Gateway and
the Manifold Data Broker. The interactions between the basic components that facilitate reservation
of resources in Cycle 3 can be seen Figure 16.

Figure 16: Reservation Broker in Fef4FIRE ‐ Cycle 3
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4.2.1.1 Policies support
The current federation architecture allows each testbed to enforce its policies at a testbed level once
experimenters contact their AM. The majority of the testbeds currently allow any experimenter
without further approval to use their resources, once they have acquired a valid Fed4FIRE certificate.
However, in the case where a testbed is willing to enforce different policies for the users depending
on their status (local testbed users or users coming from the federation), a mechanism for doing so
has been developed and tested in the NITOS/NICTA Broker.
More specifically, the AM has been extended in order to support quota per user group. The
administrator of the testbed can set specific daily quotas regarding the maximum resource usage
based on the number of the resources an experimenter can use and the maximum duration of their
reservation. That way excess abuse of resources by single experimenters can be limited towards
freeing more resources for other experimenters who are willing to use the same resources. As
mentioned before, quotas are set based on user groups. User groups are based on the administrative
domain of the users’ certificates. In case that a user wants to use more resources for his experiment,
the administrator can set specific quotas per user allowing that way single users to scale up their
experiments for collecting their final results when necessary.
The current AM implementation is provided through the base‐code of the Broker running as local
instance like in NITOS and NETMODE. Furthermore, the necessary documentation is provided for other
wireless testbeds that are willing to adopt a Policy‐enabled AM.
4.2.1.2 Enabling a wider set of abstraction in the unbound requests
So far, the basic level of abstraction was relied on number of required resources, type of resources and
duration/timing these resources should be allocated. In Cycle 3, in order to further enhance the
resource Model used by the Reservation Broker, a new resource property has been added, the
hardware type property, which defines the nature and the technical specifications of the resource.
Together with this extension of the Reservation Broker’s Inventory, the appropriate modifications in
the algorithms used by the mapping submodule and the MySlice Plugin have been implemented.
4.2.1.3 Providing the Reservation Broker as a third party service.
The Reservation Broker can be provided as a service to other tools of the federation by using the REST
interface or the SFA v2 interface. Documentation on how to use the REST interface is integrated within
the Reservation Broker (ttps://nitlab.inf.uth.gr:8001/readme) that specifies how to access resources
in the inventory.
In addition, the Reservation Broker exposes the features of the mapping submodule through its REST
interface. Third party services can utilize the features of the mapping submodule to conduct unbound
requests. The REST API for this procedure has been documented on the predecessor of this document
(Deliverable 5.5 [23]).
4.2.1.4 Enabling reservation of resources from a larger set of testbeds
A crucial factor for rendering the Reservation Broker into a useful federation service to the
experimenters, is its capability of supporting many and different types of testbeds. During Cycle 3 the
set of supported testbeds has been expanded by adding FUSECO and w‐iLab.t. In order for this to be
achieved, the necessary modifications to both the Reservation Broker’s information model and the
mapping submodule’s algorithms have been implemented.
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4.2.1.5 Integration with the Data Broker.
During cycle 2 the Data Broker was deployed with the integration of some testbeds. In cycle 3 more
and more federated testbeds have been exposing monitoring information to the federation level
services. In order to leverage this monitoring information, the Reservation Broker has implemented
procedures that are consuming information from the Data Broker, with the use of REST calls (using
Manifold), in order to specify resource utilization and availability more reliably. In parallel, the mapping
submodule has been adapted in order to leverage the utilization information provided by the Data
Broker services.
4.2.1.6 Investigate the allocation of inter‐domain links.
Within the course of cycle 3 we have investigated the allocation of L2 or L3 links to experimenters,
spanning different testbeds, by mean of existing tunneling techniques and in particular we looked into
GRE tunnels as means to implement virtual links. The goal essentially is to investigate the feasibility of
creating an automated process for virtual link establishment among testbeds supported by the
Reservation Broker. The results of the effort are documented in Deliverable 3.6 [27].
4.2.1.7 Investigate the use of Semantic Technologies for Resource Mapping.
Exploiting semantic annotations for testbed infrastructure allows precise control of resource matching
[24] between requested and available resources, as part of the embedding process. Such matching at
the desired level of abstraction is important for supporting user requests and adjusting operational
objectives. Throughout Cycle 2, we proceeded, in conjunction with Task 5.2, to investigate the benefits
of adopting a semantic based IM and its impact in resource mapping in the federated environment.
In the context of FI experimental infrastructures, resource matching is highly constrained as it is based
on attribute matching, requiring an increased level of coordination between users and infrastructure
providers as well as among infrastructure providers in the federated environment. However the
adoption of the OMN ontology suite provides the necessary flexibility of expression and tools for
querying and inference that simplify the typical problems encountered in the process of resource
matching. In other words, inference rules can be added to infer resource requirements from the
request model or add background knowledge. In addition they can be used to check the request
model’s validity. Moreover, one of the main advantages of RDF, making it suitable for describing
networks, is that its data constitutes a directed graph. Based on this graph, the path between source
and sink node(s) can be calculated; this bears similarity to the real network the graph represents.
In the work presented in the 2015 TRIDENTCOM paper, details are given regarding how to model and
use resource reservation and interconnection information for resource matching and topology
embedding in the context of federated experimental infrastructures [25]. On the other hand on the
work submitted at the ESWC 2016 [26] we present how to use inference rules to infer resource
requirements from the request model add background knowledge in the federation’s knowledge base
or apply rule‐based reasoning for the semantic validation of user resource requests.
With regards to investigating embedding virtual topologies, we have updated the GLEEN2 library for
regular paths in SPARQL. A regular path is a path, in a graph, were the ordered list of edges along that path
satisfy a given path expression. The GLEEN Subgraph function is a function that returns the set of
resources and properties traversed on paths to the reachable resources in a graph related t to the
query node(s) by a given pathExpression pattern. However, this pattern does not include constraints
that may be imposed by a user. Changes to the Subgraph function have been made in order to include
2

http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/projects/ontviews/gleen/
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constraints to the resources of the path (e.g., capacity constraints). These constraints are imposed only
on resources of the same type as the reachable resources (input arguments). These constraints are
expressed as a set of triples. Math constraints may also be supported using the operation FILTER. If
one of the constraints cannot be met, the entire path is rejected. Moreover, the enhanced Subgraph
function returns only the shortest path found.
4.2.2

Reservation Plugin in Cycle 3

The "Reservation Plugin", integrated with the Fed4FIRE portal, enables experimenters to submit
unbound requests for resources as documented in Deliverable 5.5 [23]. In Cycle 3 the Reservation
Plugin implementation has been updated; the Jacks3 editor has been integrated in the Fed4FIRE portal,
which allows you to draw topologies of resources and then reserve them.

Figure 17:Fed4FIRE portal; Unbound Request for Resources

Based on the specifications provided in Deliverable 5.4 [22], the Reservation Plugin has been enhanced
as following (Figure 18):



3

Two step procedure for Resource Mapping and Reservation; where the experimenter has
the opportunity to inspect the mapping solution suggested by the Reservation Broker before
he/she proceeds to actual reservation.
Support RSpec import/export. The user should be able to export the RSpec for a specific
slice request and/or load it for repopulating the slice (Load/Save Options).

http://groups.geni.net/geni/wiki/GENIExperimenter/Tools
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Figure 18: Fed4FIRE portal; Unbound Request for Resources

4.2.3

jFed resource reservation

In jFed we have implemented future reservation for the Nitos and Netmode testbeds. You can select
nodes and channels and then select a future reservation time:

Figure 19 Future resource reservations in jFed
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5 Development of resource provisioning (Task 5.4)
The main objective of this task is the definition of protocols and interfaces to provision resources. This
part was achieved during Cycles 1 and 2 by the adoption, together with Tasks 5.2 and 5.3, of the
standard SFA AM API, specifically GENI v2 and v3. Since Cycle 1, when decision was taken, the involved
testbeds have been adapting their AMs to the various implementations of SFA. This work has been
continued in cycles 2 and 3, where the AMs were updated from SFA 2 to 3 or fixed several bugs
appeared during experimentation. Furthermore, the GENI SFA standard has been improved by the
collaborative effort of Fed4FIRE consortium in Europe together with GENI in the United States.
Another objective of this task is the orchestrated provisioning. This has been complemented during
Cycle 3, although first steps were started during Cycle 2, with the integration of tools for the
orchestration of provisioning resources and services such as YourEPM. Also, the provisioning of
resources is coupled with the SLA management and, for that, the SLA Management tool was
developed. These tools are described in the following sections.
As Task 5.1, Resource Provisioning Task 5.4 has also been extended until M41 in order to accomplish
with some recommendations from PPR1. Task 5.4 was required to also provide the technical
requirements to allow dynamic federation and deal with new testbed facilities. For this, it was required
to open the platform to third party developers to contribute to the federation with new tools or
extensions. This opening was done through the interaction of Fed4FIRE in Europe with GENI in the
United States as stated previously. This collaboration improved the SFA API in search of a federation
standard. These improvements were applied in improving the jFed tool for experimenting, monitoring
and testing with this API. All these enhancements are focused to help non funded projects to easily
develop AMs to access federation. For this, proper and clear documentation, repository access and
communication tools are provided through the Fed4FIRE project webpage.
As a result of this extension and to help providing sustainable tools for adopting new testbeds in an
international cooperation, UEDIN joined WP5 and this task during Cycle 3.

5.1 Summary of cycle 1 and cycle 2 developments
The main result of Cycle 1 was the agreement that resource provisioning (together with resource
discovery and request) would be carried out by each federated testbed by being exposed through an
SFA API. The chosen API was SFA GENI v2 due to it was the most extended version and some of the
testbeds already had it implemented. The testbeds had to modify their aggregate managers to be able
to understand these API calls. Each testbed was free to choose the tool to be used to perform this task
and to deploy it although from the task there were two recommended tools: SFAWrap and AMSOIL
that were provided with documentation and technical support. At the end of Cycle 1 most of the
testbeds had some SFA implementation deployed and were able to reply to SFA requests.
For the management of the experiment lifecycle (including resource provisioning) two tools were
developed in Fed4FIRE: jFed and MySlice Portal.
The first version of jFed included a probe to test SFA methods on the testbeds. This tool allowed
running SFA API calls over the resource managers and monitoring all the messages sent and received
in order to debug the procedure.
MySlice portal, developed in other tasks is intended to be one of the main access points to the
federation resources, presenting a GUI to manage resource discovery, request and provision together
with SLA.
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During Cycle 2, the original Fed4FIRE testbeds plus the ones added during the open calls continued
deploying SFA for their AMs. Most of them upgraded to GENI v3.
As stated during Cycle 1, resource provisioning is coupled with SLA management, and some SLA tools
were introduced:




The SLA Management tool is placed in the testbeds that want to offer SLAs for their resources.
With this tool, the testbed managers can create, evaluate and eliminate SLAs for their resources.
SLA Management Tool is integrated with Monitoring to retrieve the metrics from the local testbed
or the federation central OML databases for SLA evaluation.
The SLA Collector acts as a centralized proxy. It provides a REST API that allows communication
between the Portal and the SLA Management Tools for the different testbeds.

Finally, a plugin developed for the MySlice Portal allowed the integration of the resource management
(discovery, request and provisioning) with the previous tools. This plugin allows the user to visualize
and choose between the different SLAs offered by the testbeds before requesting the resources and,
once provisioned, allows checking the status of the SLA of a slice.

5.2 Cycle 3 development
The main objectives of Task 5.4 during Cycle 3 were the consolidation of the deployment of the SFA
API, the development of the SLA management and YourEPM tools and dynamic federation.
5.2.1

SFA deployment

Deployment of the SFA API is the continuation of work done during Cycles 1 and 2. Original Fed4FIRE
testbeds covered this part properly with some exceptions as stated in Table 5.a. Testbeds that joined
the federation later through open calls are still performing this development or considering it.
Table 5.a ‐ SFA Implementation on different testbeds

Testbed

Current status

SFA version

BonFIRE

OK

v3

SmartSantander Post‐Cycle 3*

v2 – SFAWrap

FUSECO

OK

v3

FIONA

Under study

Under study

PLE

OK

v3

VirtualWall

OK

OK

w‐iLab.t

OK

OK

OFELIA

OK

v2 & v3 ‐ GENI

NITOS

OK

N/A

NETMODE

OK

v2

KOREN

OK

v2 & v3 (Testing)

NORBIT

N/A

N/A
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PerformLTE

Manual

v2 & v3 (Testing) ‐ GENI

C‐Lab

OK

v3 ‐ GENI

UltraFlow

OK

v3 ‐ GENI

LOG‐a‐TEC

OK

v3

10GTraceTester

Under study

In progress (v3 GENI)

FAVORITE

In progress

In progress

PL‐LAB

In progress

v3 (testing)

* Provisioning through SFA was an extra feature for Smart Santander, since they federate with the “API only” approach, so
they delayed it to focus on the YourEPM feature. At this moment provisioning is done through the “API only” and SFA
approach is released to a post‐Cycle 3 moment.

Collaboration between Fed4FIRE and GENI searched for a federation of infrastructures in order to
make it easy for experimenters to use multiple testbeds using a single account and a small number of
tools. The access to multiple testbeds allows scaling up the experiments with even more resources,
combine different types of resources, have redundancy in case of failure or maintenance of a testbed,
etc.
This collaboration has been publicized through several meetings. Last one was the Fed4FIRE‐GENI
Research Experiment Summit held in Ghent in July 2015. There were presented the multiple identity
providers, experimenting tools and testbeds. A single monitoring tool (FLS monitor [13]) is used to
monitor the testbeds in the federation.
Testbeds that want to join federation must implement an AM API based in the Federation AM API [14]
and design their RSpecs. To test the AM API, jFed Probe [15] tool has been developed in the frame of
Fed4FIRE and allows testing API calls individually and check the returned values. This whole federation
process can be performed individually by any testbed as the tools are freely available.
Regarding the provision of sustainable tools for adopting new testbeds in an international cooperation
requested after PPR1, UEDIN has prepared tutorial material to support it. In addition UEDIN carried
out work to support the development by others of tools to support sustainability by providing a RAML
description of the BonFIRE API.
SLA Management is achieved with the development and combination of different tools as explained in
previous sections. This Cycle focused effort in the development of SLA Dashboard to manage SLA
templates for testbeds. Orchestrated resource provisioning is indirectly achieved through YourEPM
tool. The following sections provide details about YourEPM and SLA Dashboard.
5.2.2

YourEPM

5.2.2.1 Introduction
Fed4FIRE’s Experiment Process Manager (YourEPM) allows high level application service orchestration
in the federation. The EPM connects experiment owners, testbed facilities and federator central
coordination with both automated and manual processes for experiment planning, execution and
analysis.
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The software, extended and developed by Atos for the project, is built on top of Activiti BPM
(http://activiti.org/), an open source, light‐weight workflow and Business Process Management (BPM)
Platform.
The work developed during Cycle 3 for YourEPM has consisted in:








Allowing user authentication via GENI Authorization Tool.
Providing integration with Fed4FIRE Speaks‐for credentials.
Adding multitenant functionality.
Including support of REST services.
Integrating Fed4FIRE Application Services via Service Directory.
Updating engine to Activiti version 5.18.
Improving the look‐and‐feel of the tool.

This section describes the work carried out during Cycle 3 and the exclusive functionality of YourEPM.
Please, refer to the Activiti documentation about the Activiti pre‐existing functionalities [6].
YourEPM is in production for the Fed4FIRE
http://157.193.215.125:4000/activiti‐explorer/

federation,

and

can

be

found

in:

Appendix provides detailed instructions on how to perform the functionalities described next.
5.2.2.2 YourEPM usage
5.2.2.2.1 Login using Fed4FIRE Speaks‐for certificate
The YourEPM login screen has been integrated with the GENI Authorization Tool to generate a Speaks‐
for certificate for a user belonging to an Identity Provider within Fed4FIRE. With the Speaks‐for
mechanism, a Fed4FIRE user allows YourEPM to speak in his or her behalf when using the APIs offered
by Fed4FIRE testbeds. Any user authorized by this system will be able to enter YourEPM.
For more details about Speaks‐for mechanism, please refer to GENI credentials web page [10] and
Fed4FIRE Speaks‐for documentation [11].

Figure 20. YourEPM login form

By selecting Authorize, a popup with the authorization tool will appear. Select either using the
certificate of a Fed4FIRE Identity Provider (i.e. wall.ilabt.iminds.be) or copy/paste your own Fed4FIRE
certificate. If the validation process is correct, YourEPM will get the generated speaks‐for certificate
and will allow the log‐in.
The name of the user and its organization are retrieved from the generated speaks‐for certificate. If it
is the first time the user logs in, YourEPM will create the user in its database and will assign it to the
tenant represented by the organization. If the tenant is not in the database, it will be also created (note
that blank spaces will be removed from the tenant name).
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5.2.2.2.2 Multitenancy
In order to allow experimenters from different organizations, multitenant support has been included
in YourEPM. This mechanism provides isolation among experiment processes defined by users of
different organizations, despite all accessing the centralised YourEPM deployment in the federation.
Users logged in through the GENI Authorization tool are created associated to a tenant represented
by the organization they belong to. Users not using GENI Authorization need to be also manually
assigned to a new or existing tenant.
Users within a tenant will only be able to see processes and information from the tenant they belong
to: their deployment, the tasks and reports.
Tenants can be managed by an administrator user in the Manage tab, selecting the Tenants option.
The tenants stored in the database are listed on the left side of the tenant management panel.

Figure 21. Tenant management panel

Creating a tenant (organization)
Tenants (organizations) can be added using the Create tenant button from the upper right corner. A
first screen will be shown where the administrator can introduce the ID and name of the tenant. Special
characters (e.g. whitespace, comma, hash, etc.) are not allowed in the tenant ID.

Figure 22. Create tenant dialog

Editing and deleting a tenant
The Edit details button allows changing the name of the tenant. It is not possible to change the tenant
ID. The Delete tenant button is used to remove a tenant from the tool.
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Figure 23. Tenant edition form

Adding members to a tenant
Changing the members of a tenant can be done by clicking on the + button. Users can be found by
typing in the search box, using a minimum of 2 case‐sensitive characters. Then the user can be assigned
to the tenant by clicking on > and Done.

Figure 24. Adding a user to a tenant

5.2.2.2.3 Experiment process model editor
To create a new diagram, user must click New Model in the Model workspace tab under Process.
When creating a new diagram or editing an existing one, the interface changes to show the experiment
process model editor. This editor is composed by the Activiti Modeller extended with the Compel
module. This module adds extra functionality to the Activiti’s editor by allowing the user to browse
services from Fed4FIRE, bind them to BPM Service Tasks in a persistent way and obtain detailed
information of the bond services extracted from their RAML definition.
The work developed during Cycle 3 has consisted on upgrading the Activiti Modeller to version 5.18
and improve the functionality and look‐and‐feel of the Compel module. As a result, the integration
between components is completely transparent for the user.
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Figure 25. Experiment process model editor

On the left side of the editor there are the different items that can be chosen to build the process
definition, grouped per type: Start Events, Activities, Structural, Gateways, Boundary Events,
Intermediate Catching Events, Intermediate Throwing Events, Swim lanes and Artefacts. On the right
side of the editor the service directory information together with any information of bound services is
shown. Elements can be added to the editor with a simple drag and drop action.
Integration with Fed4FIRE Application Services
Fed4FIRE offers a number of REST services that can be orchestrated by YourEPM. One of the main
improvements of YourEPM during Cycle 3 has been the support of REST APIs. To achieve that, a REST
proxy module has been developed. This module is accessible from the experiment process model
editor and allows the user to define experiments using the Application Services of the federation.
A list of those services can be seen from the experiment process model editor by clicking on the Service
Directory link.
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Figure 26. Available services retrieved from Service Directory

Further details of each service, including allowed methods, resources and the API documentation
endpoint, can be found by clicking the More info button.
Application services on Fed4FIRE are based on REST APIs. In order for YourEPM to automatically
identify the methods and parameters of each service, a detailed description has to be provided using
RAML description language for REST services [12].
Binding an Application Service to a Service Task
A service call can be bound to a Service Task box in the editor by selecting it in the detailed information
of a service and then clicking on the bind button.

Figure 27. Application service detail

Once bound, the box will be associated to that service in a persisting way and details about the method,
resource path and parameters will be shown in the right panel when selecting that Service Task box.
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Figure 28. Information of a service bond to a Service Task box

RESTful services invocation
In YourEPM, Service Tasks can be used to access RESTful services either belonging to Fed4FIRE or
external to the federation. Application Services from Fed4FIRE have the added value of being described
and accessible within the experiment process model editor.
To call a REST API, it is necessary to use a Service Task box and assign it the
net.atos.yourbpmn.rest.RestProxy in the Class property. This is a generic class to make calls to RESTful
services included as a library in YourEPM. The REST Proxy accepts several parameters that need to be
specified in the Class fields property of the Service Task box. The following parameters are available:


url: (mandatory) parameter to make the call to the RESTful service. It can be something like
http://localhost:8080/myservice/{queryParameterName}/data



method: (mandatory) type of RESTful call. Possible options: GET, POST, PUT.



uriParameterNames and uriParameterValues: (optional) both are lists of comma separated
values that must contain the same amount of items. uriParameterNames must contain the
name of parameters to be replaced in the URI. In the URI we must have the name between
brackets, but in the list, we must have it without brackets. The name will be replaced by the
value that has the same position in the uriParameterValues list as the name in the
uriParameterNames list.



queryParameterNames and queryParameterValues: (optional) both are list of comma
separated values that must contain the same amount of items. If we have items in the list, the
RESTful proxy will add the parameter names and values at the end of the url following
the pattern: ?queryParameterName1=queryParameterValue1&queryParameterNameN=quer
yParameterValueN



content and contentReplaceCharPerDoubleQuote: (optional) only used when the method is
POST or PUT. contentReplaceCharPerDoubleQuote only used when content is informed.
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content is the body content to be added in the RESTful call. It is incompatible with the
formParameterNames and formParameterValues parameters. Only one of them should be
used. If contentReplaceCharPerDoubleQuote is informed, it will replace the char informed in
this parameter per double quote in the content.


contentType: (optional) only used when the method is POST or PUT. It informs about the
content type that is being send in the body.



formParameterNames and formParameterValues: (optional) only used when the method is
POST or PUT. It is incompatible with the content parameter. Both are list of comma separated
values that must contain the same amount of items. It simulates a form send per post to the
server.



acceptedTypes: (optional) it is the accept header from an http request.



basicAuthenticationUser and basicAuthenticationPassword: (optional) basic authentication
can be used with a RESTful call. The username and password can be specified with these
parameters.



keyStoreFile, keyStorePassword and keyStoreType: (optional) authentication with certificates
can be used with the RESTful proxy. The type of store must be a java supported keystore type
(currently it can be jceks, jks, pkcs12). The keyStoreFile must be the relative path to the
classpath. The password is the one needed for the key store file.



resultNameVariable: (mandatory) name of the variable in which the result can be retrieved.
This is useful when the response needs to be parsed in a later Script box for example.



statusCodeNameVariable and statusReasonNameVariable: (optional) name of the variable to
obtain the status code from the http request and the reason from the status.

Authentication
Application Services in Fed4FIRE may require either certificate login, speaks‐for credentials or both to
access them. In order to facilitate the use of those mechanisms, YourEPM includes a dedicated Java
class accessible from the experiment process model editor. For that, it is necessary to use a Service
Task box and set net.atos.yourbpmn.rest.auth.ServerAuthentication as the Class property. This class
takes two optional parameters:


authMethod: This parameter indicates the type of desired authentication. Currently it is only
possible to ask for the YourEPM’s Fed4FIRE certificate, indicating f4fcert as the value. This will
store the tool’s credentials in three environment variables called: keyStoreFile,
keyStorePassword and keyStoreType.



speaks4token: Setting this parameter to true will store in the variable speaks4token the
base64 encoded Speaks‐for token required by some Fed4FIRE services.
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5.2.3

SLA Dashboard

SLA Dashboard is a tool developed during Cycle 3 to aid testbed providers to manage the SLAs they
offer.
The SLA Dashboard offers a web‐based Graphical User Interface (GUI) where testbed providers can
create the SLA templates that contain the basic definition of the offered Service Level Agreements.
These templates can be then selected by experimenters when performing the resource reservation to
best match their needs.
The tool also allows testbed providers to visualize the status of the SLAs that have been created to
cover their offering and resources. The dashboard supports SLAs in various stages, including definition,
production or completion, also indicating whether they have been fulfilled in the latter case.
Users from a testbed provider with rights to define and manage SLAs are called SLA Administrators in
the context of the tool.
The SLA Dashboard is currently in production for Fed4FIRE and is running at the following address:


https://157.193.215.125:4001/sladashboard/slagui

5.2.3.1 SLA Dashboard tool description
5.2.3.1.1 SLA Dashboard login
A simple login page with username and password is presented as the entry point that grants access to
the tool to SLA Administrators. Access to the tool is only granted to the specific testbeds in Fed4FIRE
that support SLAs.

Figure 29. SLA Dashboard login form
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5.2.3.1.2 Template creation and listing
Once logged in, an SLA Administrator can create an SLA template following the “Manage my
templates” link. A simple view will appear showing the existing templates and a Create Template
button. This button displays a form to define SLA template parameters such as name, expiration date
and the desired values for the guarantee terms.
In Fed4FIRE the guarantee terms that are supported are “Availability” and “Availability Compliance
Ratio”. “Availability” represents the percentage of time the resources will be available during the time
the SLA is active. “Availability Compliance Ratio” is used for the percentage of resources that will
comply with the previous availability constraint. Both percentages are represented as numbers
between 0 and 1.
For each guarantee term the SLA Administrator has to indicate the name, the type of constraint (LT –
less than, LE – less equal, GE – greater equal, GT – greater than, EQ – equal, NE – not equal, BETWEEN)
and the value (or values in case of BETWEEN) that the guarantee term has to fulfil the described
equation. These will be the conditions an Experimenter will have to accept to generate an agreement.
As an example, for defining an SLA guaranteeing a 99% availability for the 99% of resources, the
parameters would be “Availability > 0.99” and “Availability Compliance Ratio > 0.99”.

Figure 30. Templates list and template creation dialog
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5.2.3.1.3 Template detail
The details of the defined templates can be reviewed by clicking on the template name. Once created,
the template parameters cannot be modified.

Figure 31: Mock‐up template detail

5.2.3.1.4 Agreement listing and details
The SLA Dashboard also allows the SLA Administrator to visualize the status of the different
agreements that have been created and their status (Non‐determined – has not been started yet,
fulfilled – succeeded evaluation, violated – failed evaluation).
The info button of an SLA shows the experimenter that has created the agreement, the expiration
date, the slice to which it belongs and the template in which it is based.
This SLA Dashboard is only meant to be used by the testbed providers. Experimenters do not have
access to this tool. They can have access to SLA information through the different client tools available
in the federation (e.g. jFed, MySlice portal).
The SLA Administrator, for each testbed he or she is able to manage, should have a table per guarantee
term and should be able to check their evaluation results. This is depicted in the table below the title
of Guarantee terms.
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Figure 32. Mockup agreement list per provider

In case a guarantee term is not being fulfilled, the SLA Administrator can review the monitoring data
that has been retrieved. This information allows checking why and when the violation happened.
Violations shown in the tool are the instants in which the SLA was not being fulfilled. However, an SLA
has been violated if the guaranteed terms have not been fulfilled for the whole SLA duration.

Figure 14. Detail of agreement violations

5.2.4

jFed resource provisioning

In jFed we support now all testbeds in the Fed4FIRE federation for provisioning of resources. Internally
the workflow in jFed has been improved so that errors are coped with in a more stable way and
represented in the right way to the users. See http://jfed.iminds.be/release_notes/ for a detailed
overview of changes.
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6 Development of experiment control (Task 5.5)
For resource control service in cycle 3 the following was achieved: jFed in cycle 3 has now features
supporting ansible automation (http://www.ansible.com/). NEPI has now tighter integration of the
PlanetLab driver, has a new feature for the IotLab driver (support for ASAP jobs, allowing obtaining
leases without specifying an actual timeslot) and has several maintenance improvements.

6.1 Summary for cycle 1 and cycle 2
Experiment control developments for cycle 1 and cycle 2 are intentionally not summarised here
because these developments are well documented via public resources (http://jfed.iminds.be/ and
http://nepi.inria.fr/).

6.2 Cycle 3 developments
6.2.1

Ansible support in jFed

For experiment control in jFed we have added in cycle 3 some features supporting ansible automation
(http://www.ansible.com/). If your experiment is provisioned, you can export the necessary
information for ansible (hostnames, keys, config) which gives you a zip file with this information:

Besides this export from the GUI, we also support full automatic ansible script running from jFed CLI
(command line version). This can be done in two ways:
Through options: the main option is used to write the ansible config files for the experiment:
--ansible-dir <dir>
This option is available for the create and manifest command. It writes ansible config files to the
specified directory. The directory will be created if it doesn’t exist. If it does exist, any existing files will
be overwritten. The ansible files can be used with ansible commands, or with ansible playbooks. These
can be used to create scripts that execute commands on different nodes. Important: In most cases
(but not all), your private key will be copied to the created ansible directory. You should take the
security considerations of this into account.
Next to ansible config files, Fabric4 files and ssh config files are also created. The ssh config file enables
easy access to the nodes, even when an SSH proxy needs to be used. SCP access is also a lot easier
using this file. An example:

4

http://www.fabfile.org/
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~ $ cd ansible-files/
~/ansible-files/$ ansible all -m ping

~/ansible-files/$ ssh -F ssh-config node0
~/ansible-files/$ scp -F ssh-config /work/file.tgz node0:/tmp/

A number of options is available to automatically execute ansible playbooks with the CLI:

--ansible-add-playbook <source [output_file]>

Add an ansible playbook to execute. The

argument specifies the source, and optionally (after a space) the target (this option can
be specified multiple times)

--ansible-allow-any-playbook-outputfile

Allow any local file as

execute_ansible_playbook output_file. (default: only use the basename of the specified
output_file, and use the --ansible-dir as directory)

--ansible-allow-playbook-inputfile

Allow local files in

execute_ansible_playbook source. (default: only allow URLs as source)

--ansible-debug

Set debug flags when calling ansible

playbook.

--ansible-execute-rspec-playbooks

Execute all ansible playbooks found

within request Rspec execute_ansible_playbook elements. (default: ignore them)

--ansible-playbook-exe <arg>

Executable for the ansible playbook.

Default is "ansible-playbook" and is usually fine. On some systems might need to be
"/usr/bin/python2 /usr/bin/ansible-playbook"

As can be seen, ansible playbooks can either be specified on the command line, using the –ansibleadd-playbook option, but in a second way they can be specified inside the request RSpec file. In the
last case, the playbook{s} in the RSpec are only executed if the –ansible-execute-rspecplaybooks options is specified. To specify playbooks in the RSpec, add the following directly under the
rspec element (so not in a node or link):

<jFed:execute_ansible_playbook xmlns:jFed="http://jfed.iminds.be/rspec/ext/jfed/1"
source="https://example.com/playbook.yml" output_file="output.txt"/>
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The output file will be stored in the dir specified by –ansible-dir, unless the output file is a full path
and the –ansible-allow-any-playbook-outputfile options is specified. The source must be an URL,
unless –ansible-allow-playbook-inputfile is specified, in which case it is also allowed to be the path
to a local file.
–ansible-playbook-exe can be used to change the ansible command. Note that it allows spaces, so it
can also be used to pass additional arguments to the ansible executable.
6.2.2

NEPI

In a nutshell, the developments around SfaWrap during cycle 3 can be summarized as follows:






Tighter integration of the PlanetLab driver : authorities (i.e. institutions) can now be located
using their native PL identifier.
New feature for the IotLab driver : support for ASAP jobs, allowing to obtain leases without
specifying an actual timeslot.
IotLab driver again: refactored to use the new internal IoT‐Lab REST‐Interface instead of
talking directly to LDAP and AOR.
Maintenance: Support for the latest Fedora and Ubuntu releases, as well as for older, non‐
systemd Ubuntus.
Maintenance: Support for python‐2.7.9, that now comes with implicit server‐verification
when using SSL.

More detailed history of the feature development is given below:
Thu Dec 17 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐20:


minor fixes for better support of fedora23

Tue Dec 08 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐19:






imported changes from GENI / GPO (Aaron Helsinger)
trust/ submodule can be imported from python3 for nepi
iotlab driver : fix ASAP jobs with state (Frederic St Marcel)
sfi client more accurately advertises rspec version (Loic Baron)
bugfix in initscript

Mon Jun 08 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐18:


iotlab driver ‐ addition of ASAP management tag (Frederic St Marcel)

Fri Jun 05 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐17:



workaround for 'name' not being exposed properly by List() on authority objects
fix a corner case in PL importer

Thu Jun 04 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐16:







added a new builtin column 'name' for authorities in the sfa registry
this is kept in sync with MyPLC's site names when relevant
sfa update ‐t authority thus now has a new ‐n/‐‐name option
sfi register or update can specify record type on only 2 characters (au, us, no, or sl)
reviewed Describe and Allocate wrt slice tags for a PL AM:
Describe now exposes all slice tags with a 'scope' being 'sliver' or 'slice'
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Allocate now by default ignores incoming slice tags
Allocate's options can mention 'pltags' among 'ignore', 'append', 'sync'
default being 'ignore'
in 'ignore' mode, slice tags are unchanged in the PL db
in 'append' mode, slice tags from the rspec are added to the db, unless they are already
present
in 'sync' mode, the code attempts to leave the PL db in sync with the tags provided in rspec;
this can be dangerous and is thus no longer the default behaviour

Thu Apr 23 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐15:






major rework of the iotlab driver, that uses an IoT‐lab REST API
and so does not need to interact with LDAP and OAR directly
deprecated cortexlab driver altogether
cosmetic changes in displaying credentials, rights and certificates, for hopefully more
readable error messages
always start postgresql if not running (ignore /etc/myplc‐release)

Thu Apr 09 2015 ‐ sfa‐3.1‐14:






for SSL & python‐2.7.9: ignore server verification
assume 2.7: remove compat code ‐ always use HTTPSConnection (no HTTPS anymore)
fix: resetting GIDs works even if user has no pub_key
tweak for ubuntu (that does not have systemctl)
iotlab driver: fix ldap account creation at each lease
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7 Development of the user Interface / portal (Task 5.6)
Serving as a universal user interface the project web portal was operational from the beginning of cycle
1. Starting with cycle 2 the Fed4FIRE portal supports "projects" ‐ experimenter‐defined workflows of
required granularity. This functionality adds flexibility to the federated experimentation environment.
In the last cycle of the project the portal was fully operational with many useful plugins.

7.1 Summary of cycle 1 and cycle 2 developments
The Fed4FIRE portal acts as a single point of access to the services of the federation. It allows users to
register and issues a certificate that can be used to access testbeds through SFA APIs as well as with
jFed.
Fed4FIRE users can create projects in which they can collaborate with other experimenters. They are
also able to create as many slices as they need to run their experiments.
Several extensions to the portal have been developed during previous cycles, including reputation
plugin, reservation plugin and SLA Plugin.

7.2 Cycle 3 developments
7.2.1

Portal

A cloud plugin has been developed in order to reserve VMs in cloud testbeds (BonFIRE, Fuseco,
Koren) from the portal.
Several bugs have been fixed in the portal user interface.
Reputation plugin and SLA plugins have been updated and the corresponding components are now
using the Manifold REST API in order to retrieve monitoring data from OML databases.
7.2.2

jFed

In jFed we now support all Fed4FIRE testbeds, and because of new resource types, we have added
some icons (and RSpec support) so that all testbeds can be supported.

Figure 33 New icons in jFed

Besides that we worked hard on feedback from the Fed4FIRE monitoring to the user, see e.g.
screenshots below. People can see availability, upcoming maintenances, etc:
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Figure 34 New features in jFed: availability

Figure 35 New features in jFed: maintenance

Besides that, specific features have also improved, such as selection of disk images, and fetching
images from other testbeds:

Figure 36 New features in jFed: images

We also upgrade to Java 8 and instead of java webstart (JNLP), jFed has now installers and configures
an URI handler jfed:// to ease startup and support on more browsers and platforms.
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Regarding sharing and recovering of experiments, a lot has been improved in the users interface as
well, see screenshots below where a list of expiration dates is now available and sharing presents you
with a list of people in the same project:

Figure 37 New features in jFed: recovery

Figure 38 New features in jFed: sharing

For full details, see http://jfed.iminds.be/release_notes/.
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8 Conclusions
In this deliverable, the developments of experiment life cycle management performed within the third
cycle of the Fed4FIRE are described. The main highlights are as follows:








With the advances of experiment workflow and life‐cycle management services and all its
supporting components (tools) the WP5 empowers the federation of testbeds and a
community of experimenters by the ability to plan, perform and analyse the results of their
experiments;
Regarding the semantic description and discovery of resources the following was achieved:
o A formal information model to describe resources and their requirements have been
developed, called the Open‐Multinet (OMN) ontology;
o An architecture to discover resources in a generic way (registry) has been designed by
developing extensions for the GetVersion() and ListResources() method calls;
o A discovery service was established by setting up a central semantic database called
Dbcloud;
o A translation mechanisms was developed by implementing the omnlib translation
library;
o Existing resource models have been evaluated and reused by linking to related
ontologies (such NDL, NML, INDL, NDL‐OWL, RDFS, OWL, WGS84, …) within the Open‐
Multinet ontology;
o Additionally, two consortia broader than Fed4FIRE have been established (the Open‐
Multinet Forum and the W3C Community Group for Federated Infrastructures), to
involve additional international experts on this topic, to sustain the work conducted
after the duration of the project and to broaden the scope from federated testbeds to
further fields of application, such as Intercloud Computing (IEEE P2302), multidomain
SDNs (MEF LSO), or the Internet of Things (OneM2M);
o jFed tool was extended to support resource geo‐mapping and resource availability
monitoring;
During the third cycle of specification and development of resource reservation:
o the Reservation Broker has been further enhanced, at the level of federation services
according to the specifications in Deliverable 5.4 and at the testbed level serving as a
prototype for individual facility resource reservation;
o semantic based information modelling of resources for the sake of precise control and
resource matching was investigated, the results are published;
o Reservation plugin is now supported by the GUI;
o In jFed future reservation for the Nitos and Netmode testbeds were implemented;
For resource provisioning including SLA management, in cycle 3 the following was achieved:
o Consolidation of the deployment of the SFA API, the development of the SLA
management and YourEPM tools and dynamic federation;
o Collaboration between Fed4FIRE and GENI search for a federation of infrastructures
in order to make it easy for experimenters to use multiple testbeds using a single
account and a small number of tools;
o Regarding the provision of sustainable tools for adopting new testbeds in an
international cooperation requested after PPR1, UEDIN has prepared tutorial material
to support it. In addition UEDIN carried out work to support the development by
others of tools to support sustainability by providing a RAML description of the
BonFIRE API;
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YourEPM that connects experiment owners, testbed facilities and federator central
coordination with both automated and manual processes for experiment planning,
execution and analysis is fully operational now;
o SLA Dashboard ‐ a tool developed during Cycle 3 to aid testbed providers to manage
the SLAs they offer is now fully operational;
o jFed supports now all testbeds in the Fed4FIRE federation for provisioning of resources;
For resource control service in cycle 3 the following was achieved:
o jFed in cycle 3 has now features supporting ansible automation
(http://www.ansible.com/);
o NEPI has now tighter integration of the PlanetLab driver; has new feature for the
IotLab driver : support for ASAP jobs, allowing to obtain leases without specifying an
actual timeslot; has now several maintenance improvements;
Finally, the user interface (Fed4FIRE portal, jFed) proved to be a robust service component,
which was expanded within cycle 3 as follows:
o A cloud plugin has been developed in order to reserve VMs in cloud testbeds (BonFIRE,
Fuseco, Koren) from the portal;
o Reputation plugin and SLA plugins have been updated and the corresponding
components are now using the Manifold REST API in order to retrieve monitoring data
from OML databases;
o In jFed we now support all Fed4FIRE testbeds, and because of new resource types, we
have added some icons (and RSpec support) so that all testbeds can be supported.
o
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9 Appendix A: “YourEPM documentation”
9.1 YourEPM installation
YourEPM is currently deployed in production for the Fed4FIRE federation through a SaaS interface,
accessible by standard browsers. But in the case that it needs to be installed from scratch, please take
into account the following prerequisites:




MySQL 5 server (and above) http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/
JDK 7 or JDK 8 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/es/java/javase/downloads/index.html
Apache Tomcat 7 or above https://tomcat.apache.org/download‐70.cgi

Even though Activiti is compatible with different database engines, YourEPM has been only integrated
for MySQL.

Two WAR files form the application:



activiti‐explorer.war
atos‐compel.war

Both must be delivered to you in order to run the application properly. Please do not change the name
of the WARs, they must remain the same.

You will be able to find the database configuration in the activiti‐explorer WAR file. Once it has been
decompressed you can find it in /activiti‐explorer/WEB‐INF/classes/db.properties.

Install all 3 software dependencies MySQL [6], JDK [7] and Tomcat [8] following their installation
guides.

Create a database in MySQL:
CREATE DATABASE <database>;

Make sure that the user has the proper right to access to the database:
CREATE USER '< jdbc.username>'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY '< jdbc.password>';
GRANT ALL ON < database>.* TO '< jdbc.username>'@'localhost';

Deploy both WAR files in the tomcat webapp folder.

The database tables and their content will be initialized automatically.
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9.2 Experiment processes
The orchestration of Fed4FIRE services is done in the context of an experiment process, the name given
in YourEPM to the Activiti process. The whole process lifecycle can be managed through the Activiti
Explorer web interface, using the steps defined in the Activiti documentation [9].
9.2.1 Creation of an experiment process
To create a new experiment process, first an experiment process model needs to be created. To do so,
the New model button in the Model Workspace window has to be clicked and after introducing the
name and the description, the model will be stored in the database. Select the Activiti Modeller to use
the graphical interface.

Figure 39. Dialog for creating a new experiment process model

9.2.2 Import of an experiment process
Experiment processes are defined using the BPMN 2.0 standard. Therefore, an xml file with the
experiment process definition can be imported directly into YourEPM using the Import button under
the Model Workspace view.
9.2.3 Deployment and execution of an experiment process
Experiment process models need to be deployed prior to be executed. In the Model Workspace view,
once a process is selected, it can be deployed by clicking in the Model action submenu and then Deploy.

Figure 40. Experiment process model deploy option

Deployed experiment processes can be found in the Process tab, under the Deployed process
definitions view. After selecting one of the processes, it can be started by clicking the Start Process
button in the top right corner.
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9.3 Example of an experiment process definition
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<definitions xmlns="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:activiti="http://activiti.org/bpmn"
xmlns:bpmndi="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/DI"
xmlns:omgdc="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DC"
xmlns:omgdi="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DI"
typeLanguage="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" expressionLanguage="http://www.w3.org/1999/XPath"
targetNamespace="http://www.activiti.org/processdef">
<process id="process" isExecutable="true">
<startEvent id="sid-01C78F4B-13D5-431D-A2D1-3DBDD5D330AD" name="Start"/>
<endEvent id="sid-7AFEB08F-7FC5-4859-AE82-26ACF3ED7616" name="End of process"/>
<serviceTask id="sid-07F903C2-BB6E-457D-BF03-AAA81E0407EE" name="Prepare speaks4token
authentication" activiti:class="net.atos.yourbpmn.rest.auth.ServerAuthentication">
<extensionElements>
<activiti:field name="authMethod">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[speaks4token]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>
<serviceTask id="sid-347BF27E-9F83-43F3-8BE4-73624A356BD6" name="Reserve a VM in VirtualWall"
activiti:class="net.atos.yourbpmn.rest.RestProxy">
<extensionElements>
<activiti:field name="url">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[http://193.190.127.230:8280/tengu/machine]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="queryParameterNamesExpr">
<activiti:expression>testbed,s4cert,virtual,publicipv4</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="queryParameterValuesExpr">
<activiti:expression>urn%3Apublicid%3AIDN%2Bwall2.ilabt.iminds.be%2Bauthority%2Bcm,${speaks4token
},true,true</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="method">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[POST]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="resultNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultCallVWall</activiti:expression>
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</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="statusCodeNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultStatusCodeCallVWall</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="statusReasonNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultStatusReasonCallVWall</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-02557E6C-5E0B-474E-8808-1B8C9D8214D5" sourceRef="sid-01C78F4B-13D5431D-A2D1-3DBDD5D330AD" targetRef="sid-07F903C2-BB6E-457D-BF03-AAA81E0407EE"/>
<scriptTask id="sid-F0755E5F-7042-4D82-8A28-91EFC0C7BC4A" name="Process response"
scriptFormat="groovy" activiti:autoStoreVariables="false">
<script>import groovy.util.XmlSlurper
println("Result: " + resultCallVWall);
def answer = new XmlSlurper().parseText(resultCallVWall.toString()).declareNamespace(ten:
'http://tengu.ibcn.ugent.be/0/1/core', lnk: 'http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml')
def platform_id = answer.'ten:platform'.'ten:id'
def url = answer.@'href'
execution.setVariable("platform_id", platform_id.toString())
execution.setVariable("platform_url", "http://193.190.127.230:8280/tengu/" +
URLEncoder.encode(platform_id.toString(), "UTF-8"))</script>
</scriptTask>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-45898C7D-77BF-40FD-A117-ADD1F5E6CD16" sourceRef="sid-347BF27E-9F8343F3-8BE4-73624A356BD6" targetRef="sid-F0755E5F-7042-4D82-8A28-91EFC0C7BC4A"/>
<serviceTask id="sid-39EF2DBF-F1C5-4F9B-8EA2-A5BBEAB82B23" name="Check VM status"
activiti:class="net.atos.yourbpmn.rest.RestProxy">
<extensionElements>
<activiti:field name="urlExpr">
<activiti:expression>${platform_url}</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="method">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[GET]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="resultNameVariable">
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<activiti:expression>resultCall2</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="statusCodeNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultStatusCodeCall2</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="statusReasonNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultStatusReasonCall2</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-7521B138-C2E1-42D7-AB3E-A766BACF1D34" sourceRef="sid-F0755E5F-70424D82-8A28-91EFC0C7BC4A" targetRef="sid-39EF2DBF-F1C5-4F9B-8EA2-A5BBEAB82B23"/>
<scriptTask id="sid-75CF6858-24F2-4A13-A161-80F2FB5758F6" name="Process response"
scriptFormat="groovy" activiti:autoStoreVariables="false">
<script>import groovy.util.XmlSlurper
def answer = new XmlSlurper().parseText(resultCall2.toString()).declareNamespace(ten:
'http://tengu.ibcn.ugent.be/0/1/core', lnk: 'http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml')
def status = answer.'ten:platform'.'ten:status'
println("Script 2 status var: " + status)
if (status == 'UNKNOWN') {
println("Unknown status")
} else if (status == 'READY') {
println("READY")
} else {
println("Failed... :(")
}
execution.setVariable("status", status.toString())</script>
</scriptTask>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-F709C939-89EA-4AA8-A4C6-1BC52FB53543" sourceRef="sid-39EF2DBF-F1C54F9B-8EA2-A5BBEAB82B23" targetRef="sid-75CF6858-24F2-4A13-A161-80F2FB5758F6"/>
<exclusiveGateway id="sid-2A5EBCEB-6B68-4483-B1EC-492CAA56376E"/>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-1F3F1733-5D2E-489F-9DD1-43FD8D9A2060" sourceRef="sid-75CF6858-24F24A13-A161-80F2FB5758F6" targetRef="sid-2A5EBCEB-6B68-4483-B1EC-492CAA56376E"/>
<userTask id="sid-B9E0465F-B301-47FB-82FD-FE728D3AD027" name="Approve retry"
activiti:assignee="javier">
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<extensionElements>
<activiti:formProperty id="retryId" name="Retry call?" type="enum" variable="retry">
<activiti:value id="YES" name="YES"/>
<activiti:value id="NO" name="NO"/>
</activiti:formProperty>
</extensionElements>
</userTask>
<exclusiveGateway id="sid-1E1C6018-810D-4AC9-939C-BFFF515E5AD6"/>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-3773C68D-C05E-40EE-9731-E49B95E037FE" sourceRef="sid-B9E0465F-B30147FB-82FD-FE728D3AD027" targetRef="sid-1E1C6018-810D-4AC9-939C-BFFF515E5AD6"/>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-F98D4496-C16D-437D-AD14-2BA965F547E5" name="Unknown status"
sourceRef="sid-2A5EBCEB-6B68-4483-B1EC-492CAA56376E" targetRef="sid-B9E0465F-B301-47FB-82FDFE728D3AD027">
<conditionExpression xsi:type="tFormalExpression"><![CDATA[${status ==
'UNKNOWN'}]]></conditionExpression>
</sequenceFlow>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-EBAF7B2C-E3FC-422B-93AA-0A8AD7046A9F" name="Yes" sourceRef="sid1E1C6018-810D-4AC9-939C-BFFF515E5AD6" targetRef="sid-39EF2DBF-F1C5-4F9B-8EA2A5BBEAB82B23">
<conditionExpression xsi:type="tFormalExpression"><![CDATA[${retry ==
'YES'}]]></conditionExpression>
</sequenceFlow>
<serviceTask id="sid-A8CE2D33-A161-43E3-88B6-1FAC7FA9867E" name="Subscribe to SmartSantander
weather" activiti:class="net.atos.yourbpmn.rest.RestProxy">
<extensionElements>
<activiti:field name="url">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[https://api.smartsantander.eu/v2/subscriptions]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="method">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[POST]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="basicAuthenticationUser">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[usertoken]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="resultNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultCallSS</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="statusCodeNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultStatusCodeCallSS</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
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<activiti:field name="statusReasonNameVariable">
<activiti:expression>resultStatusReasonCallSS</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="content">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[{"target":{"technology":"http","parameters":{"url":"http://193.190.127.248:5000/r
eceive"}},"query":{"what":{"format":"measurement","_allOf":[{"phenomenon":"temperature:ambient","filter":{
"uom":"degreeCelsius","value":{"_gt":5}}}]},"where":{"_allOf":[{"area":{"type":"Circle","coordinates":[43.46
2403,-3.810011],"radius":0.5,"properties":{"radius_units":"km"}}}]}}}]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="queryParameterNamesExpr">
<activiti:expression>status</activiti:expression>
</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="queryParameterValuesExpr">
<activiti:string><![CDATA[active]]></activiti:string>
</activiti:field>
</extensionElements>
</serviceTask>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-B0184BF8-DB3E-409C-AF85-4AD146CDEDC6" name="No" sourceRef="sid1E1C6018-810D-4AC9-939C-BFFF515E5AD6" targetRef="sid-A8CE2D33-A161-43E3-88B61FAC7FA9867E">
<conditionExpression xsi:type="tFormalExpression"><![CDATA[${retry ==
'NO'}]]></conditionExpression>
</sequenceFlow>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-DEA5AF06-F6A0-48C5-AB17-6128A5687F91" name="VM ready"
sourceRef="sid-2A5EBCEB-6B68-4483-B1EC-492CAA56376E" targetRef="sid-A8CE2D33-A161-43E388B6-1FAC7FA9867E">
<conditionExpression xsi:type="tFormalExpression"><![CDATA[${status ==
'READY'}]]></conditionExpression>
</sequenceFlow>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-3C5A7109-5C6C-4E4D-96FE-0DDA0D68EB1E" sourceRef="sid-07F903C2BB6E-457D-BF03-AAA81E0407EE" targetRef="sid-347BF27E-9F83-43F3-8BE4-73624A356BD6"/>
<userTask id="sid-A226622D-CD9F-4F38-8AEE-B2D2BA13D2EF" name="Finish?"
activiti:assignee="javier">
<extensionElements>
<activiti:formProperty id="finish" name="finish" type="boolean"/>
</extensionElements>
</userTask>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-19BF2FC5-ECDD-43E6-8B96-5FD32BBD070C" sourceRef="sid-A8CE2D33A161-43E3-88B6-1FAC7FA9867E" targetRef="sid-A226622D-CD9F-4F38-8AEE-B2D2BA13D2EF"/>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-3141E2C2-ACB1-4B85-BFA1-E0DB9A83D472" name="Yes" sourceRef="sidA226622D-CD9F-4F38-8AEE-B2D2BA13D2EF" targetRef="sid-7AFEB08F-7FC5-4859-AE8226ACF3ED7616">
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<conditionExpression xsi:type="tFormalExpression"><![CDATA[${finish ==
true)]]></conditionExpression>
</sequenceFlow>
<sequenceFlow id="sid-FA25D131-8602-4BB3-AE90-31891922A15E" name="No" sourceRef="sidA226622D-CD9F-4F38-8AEE-B2D2BA13D2EF" targetRef="sid-A226622D-CD9F-4F38-8AEEB2D2BA13D2EF">
<conditionExpression xsi:type="tFormalExpression"><![CDATA[${finish ==
false}]]></conditionExpression>
</sequenceFlow>
</process>
<bpmndi:BPMNDiagram id="BPMNDiagram_process">
<bpmndi:BPMNPlane bpmnElement="process" id="BPMNPlane_process">
<bpmndi:BPMNShape bpmnElement="sid-01C78F4B-13D5-431D-A2D1-3DBDD5D330AD"
id="BPMNShape_sid-01C78F4B-13D5-431D-A2D1-3DBDD5D330AD">
<omgdc:Bounds height="30.0" width="30.0" x="45.0" y="237.0"/>
</bpmndi:BPMNShape>
… layout configuration …
</bpmndi:BPMNPlane>
</bpmndi:BPMNDiagram>
</definitions>
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